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I routinely make myself a checklist and tick things off as they are packed and did so this
time. The problem surfaced because of the recent spate of airlines losing checked bags, I
wanted to make sure everything I needed was in a single carry-on.
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You can read that story inside. Hopefully it might save someone the same grief I had!
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Shot with Canon 5DS

As I mentioned last week, this week I spent three days either at an Adobe conference or
travelling to and from it. Consequently this edition of the weekly e-Magazine is a bit smaller
than normal.
The contents of that conference are presently under an NDA (non-disclosure agreement)
so I cannot say anything about it until October 20th, but you will have seen the ads and
emails for Adobe MAX I am sure, so if you get the chance, when it is freed up, log in to see
what the buzz was all about,

Can a GoPro Benefit from a Gimbal? Yes!................... 12

Cover Image: The outback highway to ... somewhere in WA

Welcome to the latest Australian Videocamera e-Magazine

Australian Videocamera

You have received this as you have registered with Australian Videocamera, but I am more than happy of course for you to
forward it to any friends or acquaintances you think will get value from it. If they wish to sign up to get their own regular copy,
they can do so via the pop-up at www.australian-videocamera.com. If you no longer wish to receive this e-magazine, please
email me at david@auscamonline.com and nominate exactly which email gets the subscription. I'll remove it immediately.
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INDUSTRY
News From Around The Industry
Each edition I publish stories and links
to stuff that has crossed my desk over
the preceding period I think may be
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.
If you have material you want the
wider world to know about, send it to
me via david@auscamonline.com

DJI Transmission Now Available
DJI Transmission evolves from the established DJI aerial video transmission technology, delivering an integrated solution that combines a
video receiver, monitor, controller,
and recorder. It is designed for native
integration with Ronin-series products
and DJI Master Wheels, transforming
the industry with a groundbreaking
transmission experience that provides vision beyond boundaries.
More info here
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NEWS

A Love Letter to Star Wars

shooting opportunity with award
winning sports photographer Jo
Robert Hranitzky is a Star Wars fan,
Caird. The winner will experience
but he is also a director and motion
eight days in New Zealand with all
designer.
flights, transfers and accommodaSo what does he do in his spare tion for both them and a friend. As
time? He creates a fan Star Wars well as that, they will get Canon
movie that's what. It's called E-11: gear on loan and a $5,000 NZD
Standard Issues and is described as flight centre voucher to plan and
a "genre-mixing ode to the iconic capture their week full of activities.
franchise".
The competition is open now and
It's had over 11 million views!
applicants can enter here
You can seee how he used Adobe
After Effects and Sapphire to cre- Billie Eilish Uses Blackmagic Deate the special effects here.
sign
The Billie Eilish: Happier Than Ever,
The World Tour has implemented a
multicamera live production workgraphic Competition"
This week, Canon has launched it's flow from Blackmagic Design.
'Shoot from the Sidelines' competi- Video production specialist Vis a
tion.
Vis, led by Stuart Merser, has em-

Win the "Ultimate Rugby Photo-

The prize will give a budding photographer the chance to get up
close and personal to the action
in New Zealand with two semi-final
and two final tickets, and a sideline

barked on a year long tour spanning 43 dates that included a live
performance at Coachella Valley
Music and Arts Festival.
See more info here

XS Wireless Digital

An instant
connection.
Wireless means never missing the moment. It
means powering on and getting straight to work.
Be it a complication-free lavaliere for the oneperson video team, a wireless mic that’s up and
running right out of the bag, or something entirely
different—it’s a quick sync and you’re good to go.
Enter the world of wireless without the burden of a
complex setup.
An all new way to capture audio.
An instant connection.
www.sennheiser.com/xsw-d

HARDWARE

Announced: Photoshop/Premiere Elements
Adobe has announced Photoshop
Elements 2023 and Premiere Elements 2023,
including allnew features
that make creative photo and
video editing
simple for users at any skill
level.
The new releases
incorporate new
Adobe
Sensei
AI-powered features to enable
intuitive, streamlined
editing,
and offer stepby-step Guided
Edits that everyone from beginners to advanced
users
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will appreciate. Going beyond the
desktop app, Elements 2023 also offers a connected experience with
new web and mobile companion
apps (English-only beta) that ease
on-the-go photo and video access,
viewing and sharing.
“We believe everyone should be
able to create anything they imagine,” said Ashley Still, senior vice
president, digital media marketing,
strategy & global partnerships at
Adobe.
“With Photoshop Elements and
Premiere Elements, anyone can
bring their creative visions to life in
new ways with AI-powered editing,
hands-on learning content and the
flexibility to enjoy their creative content from any location.”
Whether consumers want to make
quick editing adjustments or ex-

HARDWARE

Announced: Photoshop/Premiere Elements
plore advanced artistic options,
Photoshop Elements and Premiere
Elements dramatically simplify the
creation and sharing of inspiring
visual content. Some of the many
innovative new features in Elements
2023 include:

show templates to showcase your on the desktop.
photos in fun ways.
•
Do more from any browser
•
Create with Peek-through by using the new web companion
Overlays to create the illusion of app (English-only beta) to share
depth in photos.
and view edited photos and vide-

os, and create photo collages and
•
Choose
the
perfect
multimedia slideshows.
soundtrack for everything from
•
AI advancements for photos
home movies to class projects with
and videos let you add Moving Ele100 new audio tracks in Premiere El- Most popular features For photos
ments to photos, so you can bring
•
Object removal - Put the foements.
a touch of movie magic to watercus on your subject by removing
Enjoy
enhanced
perforfalls, clouds and backgrounds in still •
power lines, pedestrians, and othimages, then save in social-ready mance and stability, with up to 35%
er distractions with the swipe of a
formats including MP4 (videos) and faster installation, 50% faster launch
brush.
GIFs (animated photos); Artistic Ef- times, a 48% reduction in app size
One-click selection - Autofects inspired by popular art styles and up to 70% faster launch times •
let you transform entire video clips on Apple M1-powered Mac com- matically select the subject of your
photo with a single click. Then, easputers.
with one click.
ily make isolated edits to the subEnjoy on-the-go access to
•
Take photos to the next level •
ject or the background. Powered
with updated creative content in- your photos and videos by using
by Adobe Sensei
cluding new backgrounds, patterns the new mobile companion app
(English-only beta) to upload to the To see the complete feature list,
and skies.
cloud, streamlining your creation please click here.
•
Use new collage and slideand editing of photos and videos
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Premium quality, 10-year lifespan
First Look: Pluto Trigger

THE LIGHTWEIGHT TRIPOD COMPANION
FOR SHOOTING VIDEOS AND PHOTOS

Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
Perfect for DSLR cameras up to 5 kg/11 lbs
Compact, lightweight and versatile

Solidly built for rugged outdoor shooting conditions
Proudly made in Australia from the creators of the fluid head

www.millertripods.com
twitter.com/millertripods

facebook.com/millertripods

DRONES/ACTION CAMS

Release: PreSonus Studio One 6
PreSonus Audio Electronics, Inc.
has announced the launch of Studio One™ 6, the latest version of
the company’s music production
software for macOS and Windows.

Studio One™ 6 is the most recent
chapter in the evolution of one of
the best selling digital audio workstations in the world, featuring industry-leading innovations, mixing
improvements and the most ad-

vanced user interface customization options available.
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DRONES/ACTION CAMS
Version 6 makes audio content creation fast and easy, with everything
you need to record, produce, mix,
master and perform in a single intuitive application.

ture set to support recording professionals.

“In this latest iteration, the team
stayed focused on listening to loyal
users’ needs, creating innovative
Studio One 6 is available for pur- solutions to boost productivity in
chase as a perpetual one-time li- the professional audio production
cense, or as an annual or monthly space,” said Arnd Kaiser, General
subscription to PreSonus Sphere via Manager, Software at PreSonus.
PreSonus.com and participating
“We want engineers, producers,
dealers.
recording musicians and creators
In addition to the latest two versions around the world to feel supported
of Studio One™ Professional, PreSo- and inspired to build their best work
nus Sphere™ members get access yet.
to expanded collaboration tools in
Studio One™ has evolved over the
Studio One™ and online,
past 12 years and is now an estabCommunity, exclusive educational lished major player in the audio procontent, all PreSonus software and duction space known for unique
add-ons giving the best value to features and a fast, intuitive workcreators and the ultimate Studio flow.
One™ experience.
For complete details including pricWith additional landmark innova- ing information, see the full story
tions in the works for future iterations, here.
Studio One™ 6 is just the start of the
rollout of a new and improved fea-
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TECHNIQUE

TUTORIAL

Can GoPro Benefit From a Gimbal? Yes. Emphatically

Packing Grief. A Solution

There was a question in one of moving environment. You get a
the Facebook GoPro forums to- much firmer “hold” of the camera
day. Someone asked which gim- than handheld will offer.
bal they should / could get that
would suit a GoPro 10.

When I go away, whether it be to
a press conference over East (for
those not aware I am based in the
southwest of Western Australia,
over 3000Km from Sydney or
Melbourne) or on a holiday, I always carry camera gear of some
description.

Various options were mentioned
(my recommendation having tried
it is the Zhiyun Crane M2S), but a
couple of members scoffed at the
thought.
Their reasoning was that the incamera electronic stabilisation
of the current GoPro is more than
enough, and a gimbal would offer
no advantages.

stability.
(I am guessing this is why Zhiyun use
the “crane” moniker by the way as
the gimbal is acting as a pseudo
crane in many cases).
In low light, you retain stability
even if the shutter speed has been
slowed and the aperture opened,
again giving better stability than incamera will usually give.

Depending on the model, you can
easily add other devices such as
mics or lights, thus giving more flexibility (the M2S has a built-in video
light complete with magnetic add
This plainly not true if you think furon colour filters and other Zhiyun
ther than simple stabilisation.
models even have a decent built-in
Another example is the “around mic).
A gimbal is also incredibly useful to
the corner” type of shot where the
get into tight places and still retain
camera is poked around a corner So as you see, a gimbal can be a
that stability.
bit more than a glorified Selfie stick!
to reveal something.
Think low down or high above your
This is very hard to do handheld or
head shots, especially in a fasteven with a selfie stick and retain
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of WA in the Kimberley district a
few years back I had no less than 7
cameras and a GoPro Karma drone
as shown below, which might seem
like overkill but there was a specific
project in mind.
In every single case however, there

It might be as simple
as a GoPro or Canon
5D or as complex as
my Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera
6K Pro or even my DJI
Air2S and a DJI Pocket 2. It all depends
on where I am going
and what I am doing
when I get there.
Sometimes its much
more than that. On
a holiday to the wonderful Eco Beach Resort near Broome in the north west

are always constants you need to

take, no matter what gear is specific. These include memory cards,
chargers, and USB cables.
On a 3 day trip to Sydney this week, I
did my usual and created a checklist for what I gear I wanted. The
needs were quite simple;
the only camera would
be my trusty DJI Pocket 2,
and other kit comprised
my Samsung phone and
Microsoft Surface. As
usual, I packed a pair of
USB-C cables, the chargers for the Surface and
my Samsung watch, and
a couple of power banks
just in case (on my last
trip just 2 weeks earlier,
despite it being a 5 star
hotel there were no USB
points in the room!
All these were stowed
safely in a pocket of my backpack.
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TUTORIAL

Packing Grief. A Solution
And this is where the trouble started. camera if it ran out, and had no SD
cards to boot.
It turned out that with everything
else I wanted, the
backpack was just not
big enough, and flying
Qantas I didn’t want to
risk checked luggage,
so I switched to a smaller roller case with an
extendable handle –
the type that still fits in
the overhead lockers
on the plane.
The trouble is when I
got to the hotel – the
quite quirky and delightful Ovolo in Woolloomooloo – and unpacked, I discovered I
had not transferred the gear from
the backpack pocket.
In other words, I had no way to recharge the phone, my watch, the
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Sure I had the power banks, but
without cables they were pretty
useless.
As a consequence, a trip to the
nearest store that sold this stuff set

SOFTWARE

Review: Kyno Asset Management
me back nearly $100 and gave me
another two USB cables I don’t really need as well as yet another SD
card.
So I have come to the
conclusion the best
way to approach this
in future and make
sure it doesn’t happen again is to have
a small container –
the one that premium
GoPros come in will
suit nicely – that is
a permanent repository for stuff I
need when I travel. And those items
stay in that case permanently.
Having said all that, I have no doubt
smarter people than me have already thought of all this!

In my quest to find the perfect –
or as near to perfect as possible
– clip manager to catalogue and
tag the thousands of video files,
stills and images we have created, shot or otherwise obtained
over the years, my journey took
me to Kyno, available for both
the Mac and the PC.
At AUD$229 to buy with one year of updates and licences for three computers
(for one person), it is not a deal breaker
for the individual by a long shot; a “premium” version for the corporate types
is still only AUD$509 (again for one
year). Updates after this period are at
your discretion and are AUD$115 and
AUD$245 respectively per annum.

The Interface
The main interface is like the usual File
Manager / Finder style work area with
a Devices section showing all of your
internal hard drives, external USB drives,
plugged in SD cards and the like plus

an extra section for Jobs.
The Workspace area is automatically
set up - under Windows it is your username but can be any folder you also
wish to drag in to that section.
Jobs contains all the current background tasks Kyno is running.
When you select a folder in devices,
you can display files by either thumbnail, list or detail. Thumbnail is the default, List displays all the details of all

files in a list mode and Detail shows a
single file inside Kyno’s own video player. A filter button lets you select exactly
which files are to be displayed.
A nice touch is to filter by file modification, useful for those who don’t remove
files from SD cards or you are not one
of those who clean up files very often.
A second button lets you sort by different criteria, and we found that the
list view is the best way to use this op-
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SOFTWARE

Review: Kyno Asset Management
tion, letting you see the sorting options
much more clearly, such as clip length
for example.
Detail mode is the most – well – detailed, with not only the ability to play
clips, but display all of the metadata
attached to a file. You can also transcode or export a file from Detail view
and perform various other options from
a drop-down menu.
On the right-hand side of the clip player, there is a separate tabbed section.
The Metadata tab lets you add your
own metadata such as a description,
date shot, take number, angle, camera used and any tags you’d like to apply to the clip. The Content tab shows
a visual multiple thumbnail overview
of the clip’s content. The SubClip tab
shows any subclips you have created
from this clip and the Tracks tab contains metadata from the tracks in the
file. Finally, the Histogram tab shows
the clip’s Histogram in real time as the
clip is played.
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Note that subclips are only shown AFTER they are defined in Kyno, not ones
you have created in your NLE. Bummer
but there you go. (But I understand the
limitation subclips in NLEs offer making
this option almost impossible)
One nice touch is that when an SD card
is inserted, it is automatically detected
and when opened, is in a “drill down”
mode meaning that all files on the
card are displayed, not just the ones in
the root directory. For those unfamiliar
with folder hierarchies on SD cards, this
saves a whole lot of clicking around to
find the files you are after.
The “drill down” mode can actually be
added to any device or folder listed
in Devices if you wish, which is a major
bonus.
Files can be renamed either individually or in a batch mode using presets,
and the destination of renamed files
changed to a folder you designate.
This alone I reckon is worth the price of
Kyno!

The Player
The clip player in Kyno is pretty straightforward with a few extra features. In
and out points can be set, and you
can enable looping between these
when playing back in the player. You
can also zoom into a clip using the
mouse or trackpad to check the quality of your footage.
If shooting slo–mo footage, the player
can be set to play back the footage
at your final project settings. Eg if you
have shot footage at 120p, you can
play it back at 24fps to see exactly
how it will look.
You also have a zebra and wide screen
filter available to check footage. Markers can be set with titles and descriptive text and then used as navigated
points, mark issues, still points to export
and much more.
To see the rest of the reviedw and in
introductory video, please click here.

Click Here to go to the Competition Entry Page

